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Introduction:  Todd Bratulich 

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. is one of the most celebrated figures in modern history, and 
the only Christian pastor for whom we honor a national holiday.  Yet, we tend to forget 
that Dr. King’s challenge to the systems and institutions of power in America included 
the American Church, which in large part either perpetuated or sat idly by while many 
of our sisters and brothers suffered under segregation and violence. Today, it is clear 
that while Dr. King had an inspiring dream, over 50 years later we are far from its 
realization.  Race relations have come to a head in our country, exposing the deep pain 
of our racial history, the deep roots of racism which still endure today, and the deep 
need for healing and transformation as we look to the future. King’s example and 
prophetic words are needed now more than ever! 
 
Today as we celebrate Dr. King’s  life and legacy, we tune our attention to that very 
challenge and call to the church, to us , because we  have a calling, we have a legacy to 
fulfill. We cannot wait for someone else; no president, no political party, no benevolent 
benefactor or civil rights hero will do our work for us. The vision of King’s beloved 
Community begins here!  And so, this morning we’ll hear excerpts from a sermon of Dr. 
King’s entitled, Transformed Nonconformist , which will be read by Bill Woodson. We’ll 
also hear personal stories and reflections from members of our Committee on Racial 
and Economic Justice and our Sacred Solidarity cohort, two groups which have been 
wrestling with questions of racism, racial justice, privilege and white supremacy.  It’s 
our hope that through these stories, songs, and excerpts from King himself, we might 
identify the work that each of us are called to in creating a more just and loving world.  

Reflection/Story:  Liz Miller 

Excerpts from MLK’s Sermon: “Transformed Nonconformist”  - Read by Bill 1

Woodson, First preached in November, 1954 at Dexter Ave. Baptist Church  

Section 1: A Call to Non-Conformity  2

“Be not conformed to this world: but be transformed by the renewing of your mind…” 
Romans 12:2 

1 Martin Luther King, Jr. Strength to Love , (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1963) p.21-29.  
2  Section titles, italics and parenthesis by Todd Bratulich and Bill Woodson for emphasis and gender 
inclusive language.  



“Do not conform” is difficult advice in a generation when crowd pressures have 
unconsciously conditioned our minds and feet to move to the rhythmic drumbeat of the 
status quo. Many voices and forces urge us to choose the path of least resistance, 
and bid us never to fight for an unpopular cause and never to be found in a pathetic 
minority of two or three. Success, recognition, and conformity are the bywords of the 
modern world where everyone seems to crave the anesthetizing security of being 
identified with the majority. 
 
In spite of this prevailing tendency to conform, we as Christians have a mandate 
to be nonconformists.  
 
Let me say that again. 
 
In spite of the prevailing tendency to conform, we as Christians have a mandate 
to be nonconformists.  
 
The Apostle Paul, who knew the inner realities of the Christian faith, 
counseled, “Be not conformed to this world: but be ye transformed by the renewing of 
your mind.” We are called to be people of conviction, not conformity; of moral nobility, 
not social respectability. We are commanded to live differently and according to a 
higher loyalty. 
 
When an affluent society would coax us to believe that happiness consists in the size 
of our automobiles, the impressiveness of our houses, and the expensiveness of our 
clothes, Jesus reminds us, “A (person’s) life consisteth not in the abundance of the 
things which (they) possesseth.” When we refuse to suffer for righteousness and 
choose to follow the path of comfort rather than conviction, we hear Jesus say, 
“Blessed are they which are persecuted for righteousness’ sake: for theirs is the 
kingdom of Heaven.” When we allow the spark of revenge in our souls to flame up in 
hate toward our enemies, Jesus teaches, “Love your enemies, bless them that curse 
you, do good to them that hate you, and pray for them which despitefully use you, and 
persecute you.” Everywhere and at all times, the love ethic of Jesus is a radiant light 
revealing the ugliness of our stale conformity. 

 
Nowhere is the tragic tendency to conform more evident than in the church, an 
institution that has often served to crystallize, conserve, and even bless the patterns of 
majority opinion. The erstwhile sanction by the church of slavery, racial segregation, 
war, and economic exploitation is testimony to the fact that the church has hearkened 



more to the authority of the world than to the authority of God. Called to be the moral 
guardian of the community, the church at times has preserved that which is immoral 
and unethical. Called to combat social evils, it has remained silent behind 
stained-glass windows. Called to lead (humanity into beloved community) and to 
summon them to rise above the narrow confines of race and class, it has enunciated 
and practiced racial exclusiveness. 
 
In spite of the prevailing tendency to conform, we as Christians have a mandate 
to be nonconformists.  
 
We need to recapture the gospel glow of the early Christians, who were 
nonconformists in the truest sense of the word and refused to shape their witness 
according to the mundane patterns of the world. Willingly they sacrificed fame, 
fortune, and life itself in behalf of a cause they knew to be right. Quantitatively small, 
they were qualitatively giants. If the church of Jesus Christ is to regain once more its 
power, message, and authentic ring, it must conform only to the demands of the 
gospel. The hope of a secure and livable world lies with disciplined nonconformists, 
who are dedicated to justice, peace, and brotherhood. 
 
In spite of the prevailing tendency to conform, we as Christians have a mandate 
to be nonconformists.  
 
Story/Reflection: Andrea and Ryan Hollingsworth 

Section 2: On Being a Transformed Nonconformist 
Nonconformity in itself, however, may not necessarily be good and may at times 
possess neither transforming nor redemptive power. Nonconformity per se contains 
no saving value and may represent in some circumstances little more than a form of 
exhibitionism. Paul in the latter half of the text offers a formula for constructive 
nonconformity: “Be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind.” 
 
Only through an inner spiritual transformation do we gain the strength to fight 
vigorously the evils of the world in a humble and loving spirit. The transformed 
nonconformist, moreover, never yields to the passive sort of patience that is an excuse 
to do nothing. And this very transformation saves him (or her) from speaking 
irresponsible words that estrange without reconciling and from making hasty 
judgments that are blind to the necessity of social progress. (They) recognize that 
social change will not come overnight, yet work as though it is an imminent possibility. 
 



This hour in history needs a dedicated circle of transformed nonconformists. Our 
planet teeters on the brink of atomic annihilation; dangerous passions of pride, hatred, 
and selfishness are enthroned in our lives; truth lies prostrate on the rugged hills of 
nameless calvaries; and men (and women) do reverence before false gods of 
nationalism and materialism. The saving of our world from pending doom will come, 
not through the complacent adjustment of the conforming majority, but through the 
creative maladjustment of a nonconforming minority. 
 
Honesty impels me to admit that transformed nonconformity, which is always costly 
and never altogether comfortable, may mean walking through the valley of the shadow 
of suffering, losing a job, or having a six-year-old daughter ask, “Daddy, why do you 
have to go to jail so much?” But we are gravely mistaken to think that Christianity 
protects us from the pain and agony of mortal existence. Christianity has always 
insisted that the cross we bear precedes the crown we wear. To be a Christian, one 
must take up (their) cross, with all of its difficulties and agonizing and tragedy-packed 
content, and carry it until that very cross leaves its marks upon us and redeems us to 
that more excellent way that comes only through suffering. 
 
In these days of worldwide confusion, there is a dire need for women and men who will 
courageously do battle for truth. We must make a choice. Will we continue to march 
to the drumbeat of conformity and respectability, or will we, listening to the beat of a 
more distant drum, move to its echoing sounds? Will we march only to the music of 
time, or will we, risking criticism and abuse, march to the soul saving music of eternity? 
 
More than ever before, we are today challenged by the words of yesterday, “Be not 
conformed to this world: but be transformed by the renewing of your mind.” 
 
Reflections on Transformed Nonconformity: by Pastor Todd Bratulich 

Dr. King wrote and delivered his first iteration of this sermon in November 1954, only a 
month into his first senior pastorate at Dexter Avenue Baptist Church in Montgomery, 
Alabama.  It was a full year before Rosa Parks would be arrested for taking a seat in 
the front of a Montgomery city bus, the event upon which King would be chosen to 
lead the famous Montgomery Bus Boycott, a notable launching point for the civil rights 
movement that swept over the nation in the years to come. 
 
As he stepped up to his newly acquired pulpit, the eyes and ears of a new 
congregation eager to hear what kind of a word their wet-behind-the-ears pastor might 
bring them, I can imagine that the then-young Reverend Martin Luther King Jr. likely 



already had a bit of a streak of non-conformity in him, that he was full of questions and 
ideas and more than ready to rock the proverbial boat. What I wonder is whether he 
had any idea the path of transformation that was to come.  
 
You see, within the next year, King’s involvement in the Bus Boycott catapult him into 
the national spotlight, and he and his wife Coretta would deliver their first child, 
Yolanda. Soon after than, the threats would begin to find him at his home. King would 
later talk about a particular threatening phone call that he received late on the night of 
January 27, 1956 as one of the most transformative moments of his life. He recalls;  
 

“It seemed that all of my fears had come down on me at once. I had reached the 
saturation point… I was ready to give up. I tried to think of a way to move out of 
the picture without appearing to be a coward. In this state of exhaustion, when 
my courage had almost gone, I determined to take my problem to God.  My 
head in my hands, I bowed over the kitchen table and prayed aloud…  
 
At that moment I experienced the presence of the Divine as I had never before 
experienced him. It seemed as though I could hear the quiet assurance of an 
inner voice, saying, ‘Stand up for righteousness, stand up for truth. God will be 
at your side forever.’”   3

 
Three days later their home was bombed. 
 
I share this because I think it’s easy to look at Dr. King merely as an iconic figure, as a 
social and spiritual giant, which in many ways he was! But that heroizing also tends to 
distance him from our own lived experience. Year after year we see photos and videos 
and hear the familiar refrains of “I have a dream” and “let freedom ring” such that we 
almost forget that Martin was human, that he wrestled with fear and struggled to know 
what to do.  
 
One of the things I find so compelling about this sermon is that it came before King 
was the King that we now know, before “I Have a Dream”  and “I’ve been to the 
mountaintop .” These were the thoughts of a 25 year old, bright, idealistic, but not yet 
too experienced pastor who could not have possibly imagined the journey he was 
about to embark upon. And while his ideas were well-informed and his convictions full 
of passion, his soul, that deep well of courage, resolve, hope and love had yet be 
formed in the crucibles of persecution and suffering.  

3 Martin Luther King, Jr. Strength to Love , (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1963) p.113-114. 



 
Here in this early sermon, he names not only the external struggle, the challenge of not 
conforming to the comforts and vices of this world, but also the internal struggle, the 
inward transformation that brings humility, courage and perseverance for the journey 
ahead. Here, at the age of 25, he names the struggle, and over the next 14 years, he 
would live it, and become the “transformed nonconformist” that God calls all of us to 
be. 
 
Today you’ve heard stories of how some of us have wrestled with the realities of 
injustice, the weight of privilege, the fears and foibles of our own struggles around 
racial identity. I want to close by sharing a bit of my own journey.  
 
Quickly rewind to my mid-twenties, I had been serving as a youth pastor in a rapidly 
growing suburban church for nearly 8 years. I was taking my students on multiple 
mission trips every summer, and organizing monthly service projects all across the city 
for the 100+ Jr. High kids who were involved in our youth program. All of which gave 
me a desire to dig deeper into the social inequities I was encountering in those 
contexts. Feeling limited by the church I was then a part of, I decided to venture out 
and seek a more justice oriented path for ministry.  
 
So, I applied for an internship that I’d heard about out in Washington D.C. with an 
organization that I thought was doing exciting stuff. I put together my resume, gathered 
up my references and filled out the application.  I had a great phone interview with the 
program’s director, and was certain that I would soon be booking a plane ticket to go 
out and interview in person. But about two weeks later, I got a letter in the mail saying, 
“We regret to inform you that you were not selected for this year’s internship class.”  
 
I was devastated, and confused. Surely I was a qualified candidate, surely I had the 
resume to prove it. Surely I had quoted all the right books and had all the right 
answers, I mean, more than anyone else I knew, I was the one who clearly “got it”! 
 
It wasn’t until nearly a year later when I was having a conversation with one of the 
people I had asked to be a reference, that I began to understand why I might not have 
been accepted into the program. At first she apologized, “I might have been a little 
hard on you in the reference call I received.”  

“What do you mean?” I asked. 
“Well, they asked me what kind of self-awareness and maturity you’d bring to 
the program, and I was honest.” 
“What did you say?”  



“I told them that you were smart, and that you were genuinely passionate, but 
that you had a lot of ego. I told them that you thought you knew more than you 
actually knew, and that this program might be good for you.” 

 
That was hard to hear. Now, I don’t know if that conversation cost me the job, and my 
friend was certainly not looking to thwart my chances of getting in, but when she said it 
out loud, I knew she was right. I knew that I had a lot of ideas, a lot of what I thought 
were the right answers, and not a lot of lived experience, not a lot of humility, not a lot 
of transformation to back any of them up. I was the un -transformed nonconformist that 
King describes as full of self-righteousness. And while I’d love to say that in that 
moment, the scales fell from my eyes, the truth is that it was only the beginning of a 
long and slow process, chipping away the layers of ego and privilege that had been 
covering up a deeper problem that I’m just now beginning to see transformed, nearly 
15 years later.  
 
That deeper problem, is shame.  You might be asking, “What do you mean, shame, 
shame about what? Well, it’s a little hard to pin down, it’s not as particular as, say, 
having once made a racist comment, or feeling foolish about having made an 
assumption about someone based on their skin color.  Rather, it’s more like awakening 
to a reality that you’ve been largely unaware of, like a fish discovering it lives in water, 
except the water is toxic and is killing everything, and yet, somehow the fear of leaving 
the water is greater than the toxins themselves.  
 
I only began to discover this shame over time, as I found myself constantly trying to 
compensate for it, trying to know and say and do all of the right things to prove that I 
wasn’t a part of the problem. Which eventually revealed an assumption that I had been 
making, namely, that the problem wasn’t my  problem.  You see, I had always assumed 
(and I’m simplifying here) that the problem was that some people and institutions were 
racist, and that it was primarily people of color who suffered under those injustices, 
and (here’s the big reveal!) I was one of the good guys that God called to help fix it. 
Friends, that might sound subtle, but it could nearly be the textbook definition of white 
supremacy.  
 
Here is, I think, where the shame resides; the socially-fabricated constructs of race, 
and particularly of “whiteness” so permeate our culture that most of the time, I can’t 
even recognize it, and I actually think about these things a lot!  And so, waking up to 
the realities of my privilege and the subtle or maybe not-so-subtle ways that I still bear 
the residue of white supremacy is not only uncomfortable, it sometimes feels 
disgusting. So it’s no wonder that I try to compensate!  That’s a pretty normal response 



to shame. Work harder, cover it up!  Until of course you come to the end of yourself, 
until you can’t cover it up, you can’t fix it. 
 
But here’s the good news; that’s where transformation actually begins, when we come 
to the end of ourselves. Even for Dr. King, it was upon that late night threatening phone 
call, when he had finally reached the end of himself, that he discovered a deeper well.  
 
But how do we move toward that deeper well, that place of transformation where our 
shame, our pain, our anger can be transformed and channeled into loving and 
prophetic action?  I have no magic answers and I have certainly not arrived, but I can 
say that for me, it has required a lot of work  over time .  
 
King reminds us that transformation is not inevitable, it requires work, both external 
work, like leaving comforts and taking risks, and internal work such as facing fears, 
addressing pain and shame, and opening ourselves to the unknown. It requires that we 
consciously and intentionally deconstruct the racial constructs that continue to 
dehumanize us all, but also that we re-construct our beloved communities in such a 
way that we can no longer live segregated lives or tolerate the slightest inklings of 
supremacy or oppression whether in regards to race, gender, sexual orientation, or any 
other part of our humanity.  
 
Finally, I believe that true and lasting transformation will only come through love.  This 
was King’s message and it was Jesus’ message. Perhaps the most obvious challenge 
is to love our neighbor as ourselves. But as my friend Bruce likes to say, we cannot 
love our neighbor if we loathe ourselves. Especially when the burden of our racial 
constructs are dehumanizing oppression and shame!  
 
Last week, Pastor Sara sent me a reading from black womanist author Toni Morrison’s 
Pulitzer Prize winning novel Beloved.  Set in the American Civil War, Beloved  deals with 
the devastatingly traumatic effects of slavery, and particularly with the idea of identity 
or the re-making of the “self” when one’s identity has been so marred by trauma.  The 4

excerpt you’re about to hear is a provocative call to loving your “self”, and not in some 
disembodied conceptual way, but at the level of your very flesh.  
 
I’ve asked Frances Woodson to come and read it because in my estimation, she 
embodies this very tactile and unapologetic reverence and love for herself and others 

4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beloved_(novel) 



in flesh , flesh which God created and even inhabited in Jesus. We ought to love it! Only 
love can transform that which has endured such violence or bore such shame!  
 
Reading: Excerpt from Toni Morrison’s Beloved   - Read by Frances Woodson 5

“Here,” she said, “in this place, we flesh; flesh that weeps, laughs; flesh that dances on 
bare feet in grass. Love it.  Love it hard. Yonder they do not love your flesh.  They 
despise it… Love your hands! Love them. Raise them up and kiss them. Touch others 
with them, pat them together, stroke them on your face ‘cause they don’t love that 
either. You got to love it, you! 
…This is flesh I’m talking about here. Flesh that needs to be loved.  Feet that need to 
rest and to dance; backs that need support; shoulders that need arms, strong arms I’m 
telling you… So love your neck; put a hand on it, grace it, stroke it and hold it up.  And 
all your inside parts that they’d just as soon slop for hogs, you got to love them.  The 
dark, dark liver - love it, love it, and the beat and beating heart, love that too. More than 
eyes or feet. More than lungs that have yet to draw free air.  More than your life holding 
womb and your life-giving private parts, hear me now, love your heart. For this is the 
prize.”   

-Toni Morrison, Beloved 
 
  

5 Toni Morrison, Beloved,  (New York: Vintage, 1987). 


